Abstract. This paper presents a structure tensor to nonlinear diffusion filtering for the infrared multi-band finger vein images to solve the lower contrast and uneven gray distribution in the infrared single band finger vein image. This joint structure tensor makes the nonlinear diffusion along the vein tendency, the structure preserving of vein edge and removing the speckle noise. In the examination, the proposed method shows the enhanced result.
Introduction
Finger vein recognition is based on the data of its infrared image [1] [2] [3] . The finger vein image of single-band infrared angiography has poor quality, which is presented as fuzzy vein edge, low contrast and gray non-uniform distribution. In this paper an infrared three band lighting and imaging is employed to obtain more comprehensive vein information than single band. This paper presents capturing the infrared multi-wave-band finger vein images(IMWBFVI), in which the veins has this strong spatial correlation and complementary, and more abundant vein information than single-band imaging. The vein has strong flow-like feature, which can be enhanced by the non-linear diffusion filter of Partial Differential Equation(PDE)..
Vein pattern is featured with its obvious line-shape, which could be satisfactorily detected by the structure tensor of PDE. The joint structure tensor of IMWBHVI is used to construct diffusion tensor for each image. This uniform diffusion tensor makes the nonlinear diffusion: the filter diffuses along the vein tendency in each band finger vein image. The structure preserving of vein edge and bifurcation is realized in the filtering noise in order to avoid the blurring of edges and other localization problems presented by linear diffusion models.
Capture Infrared Multi-Band Finger Vein Images
Nowadays, the capturing peak band of capture is 850nm and the width is about 50nm in the infrared single band imaging. In this paper, three infrared band LEDs are employed in the lighting source to capture the finger vein images. The parameters of three bands are shown in the figure 1. Refer to paper [4] , the examples of infrared multi-wave-band finger vein images are shown in the figure 2. These three-band images have various gray distribution and many speckle noises. The vein edge is blurry, which is difficult to enhancement. 
The classic coherence-enhance model to incorporate local information from an origin image was proposed by Joachim Weickert [5] , which is a nonlinear diffusion called 'anisotropic'. This paper presents the nonlinear diffusion filtering principle of infrared multi-band finger vein images: one band finger vein image is denoted as 
By the initial condition . This structure tensor is a powerful tool for analyzing coherence structures. The joint structure tensor J ρ in this paper is defined as:
Every component of the resulted matrix of the tensor product is convolved with a Gaussian kernel ( K ρ ). The eigenvectors of the joint structure tensor J ρ represents the average orientation of the gradient vectors for the IMBFVI and the structure orientation at the scale ρ . The joint diffusion , w w is given by 1 2 cos sin sin cos w w
In (5), the φ satisfies: 
The diffusion/smoothing process acts mainly along the structure direction and becomes stronger if the coherence increases in any band finger vein image. The coherence is denoted as κ . These can be achieved in the following way: The diffusion matrix D which has same eigenvectors as J ρ has the eigenvalues of follows:
The range of parameter α is (0,1) , which keeps the diffusion tensor uniformly positive definite [6] .
Performance evaluation
In this examination, The parameters of the proposed nonlinear diffusion filter are set as follows:
The total number of diffusion iterations is 300, and the result images are shown in the figure 3. The vessels are enhanced and the speckle noises are smoothed. Figure 3 the 300 iteration diffusion result of the multi-wave-band infrared finger vein images To compare the enhancement result between the proposed method and other methods [7] , in which one is the linear Gaussian filter and another is non-linear median filter. The proposed nonlinear filter is better than the linear Gaussian filter in the iteration operation. Here the average gradient of gray is calculated to present the vein edge information. The average gradient value of the proposed method, Gaussian and median filter is plot in the figure 6, in which the average gradient of the proposed nonlinear filter has better edge enhancement than median filter before the 150 iteration. The average gradient fallen rate of Gaussian filter is the fastest while iterating filter. 
Conclusion
It can be seen from figures and examinations, the proposed joint scattering matrix to nonlinear diffusion filtering for the infrared multi-band finger vein images is a convenient method to enhance finger vein images. The further work is to search the optimization parameter of the diffusion and the multi-band finger vein images' fusion.
